

COVID-19 testing can identify
the SARS-CoV-2 virus and includes
methods that detect the presence of
virus itself (RT-PCR, isothermal
nucleic acid amplification, antigen
test) and those that
detect antibodies produced in
response to infection.
SARS-CoV-2 virus:- is the strain
of coronavirus that causes coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19),
a respiratory illness. Colloquially
known as coronavirus, it was
previously referred to by
its provisional name 2019 novel
coronavirus (2019-nCoV).







Some look for the presence of the
virus, e.g. the (RT-PCR test,
isothermal nucleic acid
amplification, antigen test )
Others look for the antibodies
(serological tests)
Another option is to look for lung
damage via either CT scan or low
oxygen take up since testing







Reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction is a technique that first
uses reverse transcription to convert
the extracted RNA into DNA and then
uses PCR to amplify a piece of the
resulting DNA, creating enough to be
examined in order to determine if it
matches the genetic code of SARSCoV-2.
Sample:-The test can be done on
respiratory samples obtained by
various methods, including
a nasopharyngeal
swab or sputum sample, as well as
on saliva
Results: - are generally available
within a few hours to 2 days









There are a number of isothermal nucleic
acid amplification methods that, just like
PCR, amplify a piece of the virus's
genome, but are faster than PCR because
they don't involve repeated cycles of
heating and cooling the sample. These
tests typically detect the amplified virus
sequences using fluorescent tags, which
have to be read out with specialized
machines. The researchers expect the
resulting test to be cheap and easy to use
in patient-care settings
Sample:-The test can be done on
respiratory and blood sample
Result :- gene amplification was
visually detected at 17 and 35 min after
reaction initiation, using primers
The whole reaction could be completed
within 45 min
Final result are generally available
within 63 min .






An antigen is the part of
a pathogen that elicits an immune
response. The antigen tests look
for proteins from the surface of the
virus. In the case of
a coronavirus these are usually
proteins from the surface spikes,
Sample :- a nasal swab is used
Result :- Given result in 15 Min.
The test, simpler and cheaper but
less accurate than available PCR
tests

Chest CT scans are not recommended for
routine screening.
Radiologic findings in COVID-19 are not
specific ,
Typical features on CT initially include
bilateral multilobar ground-glass
opacities with a peripheral or posterior
distribution.
 Subpleural dominance, crazy paving,
and consolidation may develop as the
disease evolve













Serology tests rely on drawn blood, not a nasal or throat swab, and
can identify people who were infected and have already recovered
from COVID-19, including those who did not know that they had
been infected. Most serology tests are in the research stage of
development.
Part of the immune response to infection is the production
of antibodies including IgM and IgG.
According to the FDA, IgM antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 are
generally detectable in blood several days after initial infection,
although levels over the course of infection are not well
characterized.
IgG antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 generally become detectable 10–14
days after infection although they may be detected earlier, and
normally peak around 28 days after the onset of infection.
Since antibodies are slow to present they are not the best markers of
acute infection, but as they may persist in the bloodstream for many
years they are ideal for detecting historic infections
Results are available days later








Antigen tests are seen by many as the only way it will be possible to
scale up testing to the numbers that will really be needed to detect
acute infection on the scale required
Isothermal nucleic acid amplification tests, such as the test from
Abbot Labs, can only process one sample at a time per machine.
RT-PCR tests are accurate but it takes too much time, energy and
trained personnel to run the tests. There will never be the ability on
a [PCR] test to do 300 million tests a day
An antigen test works by taking a nasal swab from a patient and
exposing that to paper strips that contain artificial antibodies
designed to bind to corona virus antigens. Any antigens that are
present will bind to the strips and give a visual readout. The process
takes less than 30 minutes, can deliver results on the spot, and
doesn't require expensive equipment or extensive training





WHO recommends that countries that do not have
testing capacity and national laboratories with limited
experience on COVID-19 send their first five
positives and the first ten negative COVID-19
samples to one of the 16 WHO reference laboratories
for confirmatory testing.
Out of the 16 reference laboratories, 7 are in Asia, 5
in Europe, 2 in Africa, 1 in North America and 1 in
Australia
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